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Abstract

We use a simplified version of the Policy Description
Language 3)2)£ introduced in (Lobo, Bhatia, & Naqvi
1999) to represent and reason about policies. In 3)2)£
a policy description is a collection of Event-Condition-
Action-Rules that defines a mapping from event histo-
ries into action histories. In this paper we introduce
the generation problem: finding an event history that
generates a given action history, and state its complex-
ity. Because of its high complexity we present a logic
programming-based semantics for policies and encode a
sound and complete solution of the generation problem
using the stable model semantics of logic programs. We
also identify a subclass of policies where the generation
problem can be solved in polynomial time.

Introduction
In AI, a policy is usually defined as a complete map-
ping from states (of the world) to actions (Russell 
Norvig 1996). In system management, a policy de-
scribes principles or strategies for a plan of action de-
signed to achieve a particular set of goals identified by
the managers of the system. Policies can be specified
at different levels of abstraction. Often, they are in the
form of laws or rules of thumb and can be described by
a set of event-condition-action (ECA) rules such as:

event causes actiori if condition (1)

Intuitively, a rule of the form (1) says that if event
occurs in a situation in which condition is true then
action must be executed. In other words, event triggers
action to occur if condition is true.

For example, the law says that we have to yield the
way for an approaching ambulance. This can be de-
scribed by the ECA rule:

ambulance.approaching causes yield_way (2)

Another example and good policy to follow is to lock
our office PC’s screen whenever we go home. This "rule
of thumb" can be expressed by the following rule:

leaving_o~ce causes lock_screen (3)

"Work done while at Bell-Lab.

In (2) and (3), ambulance_aptn’oaching and leav-
ing_office are events while yield_way and lock.screen
are action~. While (2) represents a law, (3) does 
It only suggests a useful behavior.

There have been many proposals on how to specify
policies and languages to implement them (see, for ex-
ample, (Moffett & Sloman 1993) for policies in general,
(Eiter, Subrahmanian, & Pick 1999; Eiter & Subrah-
manian 1999) for policies in agent programming, and in
network management (Wies 1994).) Our motivation 
driven by the specification of policies for network man-
agement. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
has proposed a standard language for the specification
of network policies (IETF 1998), arguing for an object-
oriented approach. Yet, none of the commercial net-
work management tools implements it in full, perhaps
because of the vagueness of the computational model
behind the language.

In (Lobo, Bhatia, & Naqvi 1999), 7~Df_., a sim-
ple but expressive policy description language was in-
troduced,a The distinguishing feature of ~oDL: is its
domain-independent and declarative semantics. In this
language, a policy is a set of ECA rules which maps
event histories into action histories.

A network management system based on 7~:DL: has
been implemented to do Operations, Administration,
Maintenance and Provisioning. of ¯telephone networks
(Virmani, Lobo, & Kohli 1999). The core of this sys-
tem is a policy server that manages (one or more) poli-
cies by accepting registrations of policies (their events
and rules), observing events happening in the system,
and then issuing commands according to the policies.
A similar policy server has been used to implement a
simple workflow management system. In all of these
applications, policies are carefully developed to avoid

1. issuing conflicting commands;

2. issuing redundant commands; and

3. having policy rules that are never used.

IAlthough there are no formal comparisons between
3)2)£ and the standards being proposed at IETF (the stan-
dard is work in progress, still incomplete), it is not difficult
to check that policies written in the proposed IETF model
can be captured in ~2)£.
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Consider the following scenario.

Example 1 An Internet Service Provider (ISP) uses 
policy server to balance access to its servers. The goal
is to connect users to servers according to their location
and time of connection. The 1SP uses the following rule

request.access( id) causes connect( id, srvl 
if location(id, eastCoast), Time > 12:00 (4)

Here, id represents a connection request containing
the information about user-id and machine-id from
which the user is trying to connect to the server.
location(id,eastCoast) is a predicate that determines
whether or not the user is located in the East coast.
The rule can be read as: if a user requests a connection
then connect her/him to the server 1 if s/he is located
in the East coast and s/he is trying to connect after I2
PM.

]n addition to load balancing the policy server is also
used by the ISP to handle access control. The policy that
the ISP wishes to implement is to deny simultaneous
connections of a single user. It is implemented by the
following rule:

request_access( id)
causes deny_access(id) (5)
if active_connection( id)

This rule, while trying to achieve the goal of not allow-
ing a user to have more than one connection, causes
the policy server to issue conflicting commands if it is
combined with the load balancing policy since the load
balancing policy reacts independently of the access con-
trol policy.

The above conflict is simple for a policy developer
to recognize. However, we can easily write policies
where conflict detection becomes much harder to dis-
cover. This is even more problematic in PD£, where
policies could depend not only on events generated by
the environment but also on events generated by the
policy itself. For example, it is not immediately obvi-
ous whether the following policy can cause the policy
server to issue conflict commands at the same time; and
if so, when will it happen.

seq(el (il), e2 (i~), es (is), e4 (i4), es 
causes up(il + i2 + is + i4 + is)
if .f ( il , i2, is, i4, is)

seq(el (il), e2(i2), es(is)) triggers e4(il + i2 × is)
seq(e2(i2), es(is), e4 (i4)) triggers e5(i2 + i3 × i4)
el(il)&e2(i2) causes down(il × i2)

(6)
In this policy, el, e2, ea are external events with one in-
teger parameter whose value is in the range from 1 to
9; e4 and es are two internal events which are gener-
ated by the system, f(il,i2,is,i4,is) is a (predefined)
Boolean function, and for every n, up(n) and down(n)
are two conflicting actions. The first rule says that if
the events el through e5 occur in sequence and the eval-
uation of f returns true then the action up is executed

with the appropriate parameter. The second rule says
that if the events el, e2, es occur in this order then event
e4 is generated by the policy (with the appropriate at-
tributes). The next rule is similar. The last rule says
that if the events el and e2 occur simultaneously the
action down is executed. To find a situation in which
the policy server would generate conflict actions, one
needs to solve the following equation:

2(il +i2)+is+i2is+ilis+i2i] =fflj2 (7)

and checking whether f(il,i2,i3,il + e2is,i2 + i3(il 
e2is) is true, where il,i2,is,jl and j2 are integers in
the range from 1 to 9. It is not obvious to see if this
can happen or not.

The above example suggests that an automatic con-
flict detection tool can be useful in the developing pro-
cess of policies (i.e. finding out under which circum-
stances down and up are executed simultaneously).

We are interested in the question of finding an event
history (i.e. sequence of events) that causes the policy
server to issue a particular action history (i.e. sequence
of actions). We call this the generation problem. Note
that conflict detection (or redundancy detection) is 
instance of the generation problem. For example, if
al and a2 are two conflicting commands (or commands
with the same effects) and there is an event history
that makes the policy server to issue al and a2 simul-
taneously, then the rules containing al and a2 are in
conflict (or redundant). Similarly, a rule is useless 
redundant when there is no event history which makes
the event-condition part of the rule true.

Our goal in this paper is to establish the founda-
tions to represent and reason about 7w19£ policies using
logic programs with the stable model semantics (Gel-
fond & Lifschitz 1988). We use logic programming
for the following reasons: (i) logic programming is 
powerful knowledge representation language with well-
understood declarative semantics; (ii) there are efficient
tools for computing stable models of logic programs
(Citriguo et al. 1997; Niemel~ & Simons 1997); (iii)
the generation problem can be naturally formulated as
a stable model computation problem, i.e., there exists
an effective reduction from the generation problem to
the stable model computation problem.

In the first part of the paper we introduce 7~D£
and the general semantic framework of the language in
terms of logic programs. In the second part, we define
the generation problem in reasoning about policies and
show that in general, the problem is harder than the
evaluation of policies by proving that for a simple class
of policies, the problem is PSPACE-complete. We then
show how the generation problem can be solved using
logic programs under the stable model semantics. We
also identify classes of policies for which polynomial so-
lutions exist and develop algorithms to solve them. Dis-
cussion of future work can be found in the last section
of the paper.
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The Language P~D£

The design of PD£ has been strongly influenced by the
state language of actions of (Geffner & Bonet 1998), the
different action description languages (Gelfond & Lifs-
chitz 1993; Giunchiglia & Lifschitz 98), and the com-
posite temporal event language of (Motakis & Zaniolo
1997). It uses the event-condition-action rule paradigm
of active databases (Widom & Ceri 1995), a succes-
sor of the production rule paradigm of languages such
as OPS5 (Brownston et al. 1985). It is worth noting
that PDE is mainly concerned with specifying the reac-
tion of a policy given an event history, while action lan-
guages are designed to reason about effects of actions
and planning. This leads to an important difference
between PD£_. and action languages: effects of actions
are not specified in ~vD£. This departure from action
languages is based on the fact that policies are reactive
systems used mostly to monitor environments where ac-
tions are usually not executed by the policy. The policy
only requests to an external entity the execution of the
action. 7~l)/~ can be described as a real-time specialized
production rule system to define policies.

However, like many action description languages, a
policy in PDf- defines a transition system between
states and its computational model can be naturally
captured using logic programs. Since our goal in this
paper is not the language per se, we simplify the syn-
tax of PD£ and describe its semantics directly in terms
of logic programs skipping an independent definition of
the transition function. We translate a PDL policy de-
scription P into a logic program Hp and extract the
transition function from the stable models of p.2

We assume a sorted finite first order language/; with
finite sets of function and predicate symbols. Function
symbols are partitioned into four sets: internal event
symbols, external event symbols, action symbols and
standard symbols. Standard symbols are of arity 0 and
we call them constants. The other symbols may or may
not be of arity zero.

The basic components of a policy description are
events, actions, and rules. A primitive event is a term
whose principal functor is an event symbol and its argu-
ments are either variable or constant symbols. It will be
an internal event if the functor is an internat event sym-
bol; otherwise it will be an external event. An action
is a term whose principal functor is an action symbol.

Intuitively, an external event is generated by the envi-
ronment, it can occur at anytime and is independent of
the policies controlling the system. On the other hand,
internal events are those that are deliberately generated
by a policy. Actions represent the response of the poli-
cies to changes in the environment. The effect of an
action can result in the intervention of a system opera-
tor (human), or the execution of a program, etc.

2We must note that the translation lip is different f~om
the one proposed in (Lobo, Bhatia, & Naqvi 1999). For the
class of policies defined in this paper, the two translations
are equivalent though.

An event literal is either a primitive event or a event
symbol preceded by --. A ground primitive event of the
form e(tl,... ,tk) is called an instance of the event e.
An epoch is a set of event instances representing the
simultaneous occurrences of the events.3 We say that a
negative event literal -~e occurs in an epoch if there are
no instances of the event e in the epoch. Given the event
literals el, e2,..., en (1 _< n), we denote the conjunction
by el&e~&...ken, the sequence by seq(el,e2,... ,en)
and the relax-sequence by [el,e2,...,en]. These are
called complex events. An instance of el&e2&... &en
consists of an instance of each ei in the same epoch.
An instance of seq(el,e2,...,en) in an event history
74E = (E1,...,Em) (i.e. a sequence of epochs) 
sists of an instance en in the last epoch Em of 7~E,
plus an instance of en-1 in Era-l, ..., plus an instance
of el in Em-,~+l. An instance of [el,e2,..., en] in an
event history 74E = (El,..., E,n) consists of instances
el through e,~ occurring in epochs E~ through E~ re-
spectively such that each E~ occurs before E~+1 in 7~E,
there are no instances of ei+l in any epoch between E~
and E~+1 in 7~E, and E~ = Era. A rule in ~v~D£ is a
proposition of the form

eventl causes action if condition or (8)

event1 triggers event2 if condition (9)

where event1 is a complex event, event2 is an inter-
hal event whose arguments are constants or variables
that appear in event1, action is an action term whose
arguments are also constants or variables that appear
in event~. The condition is an expression of the form
Pl, ¯ ̄  ¯, Pn, where each Pi is a predicate of the form tlOt2,
9 is a relation operator from the set {=, ~, <, _~, >, _~)
and each t~ is either a constant or a variable that ap-
pears in eventl. Rules of the forms (8) and (9) 
called action and event generation rules, respectively.
A policy description is a finite set of rules of the form
(8) and (9).

Let an E-history be a finite (and possibly empty)
sequence of epochs and an A-history be a non-empty
finite sequence of sets of ground action terms. In gen-
eral, a policy P is a prefix-closed function that maps
E-histories into A-histories. That is, for any history
7~E=(E1, ..., En+l), if P(7~E)=(A1, ..., Am) 
P(E1,... ,En) is a prefix of (A1,... ,Am).

We describe the semantics of a policy description P
using a locally stratified logic program IIp of a spe-
cial form. The minimal model of this program, which
can be computed using well-known logic programming
computational techniques, represents the function de-
fined by the policy. To compute the actions that
are triggered given an E-history, we transform the
epochs into a set of ground atoms and add them to
the program rip. The actions will appear in the min-
imal model of the expanded program. We will use
the term seq(en, seq(en-1,..., seq(el)...) to represent

SThis set is finite since the number of constants in the
language is finite.
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seq(el,...,e,). Likewise, the list [en,...,el] will 
used to represent [el,..., e,].

We introduce a new sort: time, represented by the
set of positive integers, 4 and three new predicates:
occ(X, T), h(X, T), and r_h(X, Rseq, T). Intuitively,
each integer represents a time in the history, oct(X, T)
denotes that the primitive event (or action) X oc-
curs in epoch number T while h(X, T) denotes that
the complex event X occurs in epoch number T, and
r_h(X, Rseq, T) represents that X has occurred after 
and that we need to check that the relax sequence Rseq
occurs at T.

An instance e(tl,... ,tin) of an event e in an epoch 
is represented by the ground atom occ(e(tx,..., tin), i).
The set of rules that define the predicates h and r_h is
given next.

h(Ev, T)
h(Evl &Ev2, T)

h(seq(Ev), 
h( seq( Ev, Seq), T+I)

h(D,T)
h([Ev], T)
h([EvlRs],T+l)

occ( E v , T ) 
h( Evl , T),
h(Ev2,T).

+-- occ(Ev, T).
occ(Ev, T+l),
h(Seq, T).

+-- occ(Ev, T).
occ(Ev, T+l),
r_h(Ev, Rs, T).

(10)

And for each k-ary event symbol e we have the rules

r_h(e(J~), Rs, T+I) ~- occ(--e, T+I),
r_h(e(£), Rs, 

r_h(e()~),Rs, +-- h(Rs, T). (11)
r~(~e, Rs, T+I) ~- occ(e()~), T+I),

r_h(-,e, Rs, T).
r_h(~e, Rs, T) ~- h(Rs, T).

In all of the rules in (11) and (10), Ev, Rs, or T is
a variable of the type event5, relax-sequence, or time,
respectively. The intention is to define when a complex
event is satisfied (or occurs). For that, the first rule 
for a single event, and the next rule for a conjunction of
event instances is satisfied. The third and fourth rules
are for a sequence of events, and the last two rules,
together with the rules in (10), are for a relax-sequence.

We’re now ready to define the program Hp associated
with a policy description P. For each rule of the form

E causes a if t181t2,..

in P, rip containR a rule of the form

occ(a, T) ~- h(E, T),tlOlt2,..1 1 ., t’~Omt~. (12)

For each rule of the form

Etriggers eif 1 1t1Cxt2,..., tTcmt 
4We use integers for convenience but we only need to

refer to terms of the form 0, S(0), S(S(O)),..., etc. in the
spirit of Datalogxs (Chomicki 1993).

5Strictly speaking we need two copies of each rule, one
for internal events and the other one for external.

in P, rip contains a rule of the form

occ(e,T + 1) ~- h(E,T),tlO1t2,.1 I .. , t~Omt~. (13)

The program rip consists of rules in (10)-(11), rules
(12) and (13), and the rules representing the Closed-
World-Assumption for k-ary event symbol e:

occ(-~e, T) ~- not event(e, 
(14)event(e, T) ~- occ(e(X1,..., Xk), 

which says that at anytime, if no instance of the event
e occurs then the event -~e occurs. Here event stands
for external or internal.

Example 2 Let us denote the policy description in Ex-
ample I by P. P is translated into lip as follows. There
is one event symbol: request_access, and two action
symbols: connect and deny_access. The event has one
attribute: id. connect has two parameters of type id
and server while deny_access has only one parameter of
type id. Besides (10)-(11) and (14), Hp contains the
following rules:

occ( connect( Id, srvl ), T) 
h(request_access( Id), 
l ocation ( I d, east Coast ) 
Time > 12:00.

occ( deny_access( I d), T) 
h(request_access( I d), 
active_zonnection( I d).

Notice that if there are several occurrences of the same
primitive event in a rule, their attributes must be re-
named accordingly to avoid clashes. We demonstrate
this problem in the next example.

Example 3 Consider .a policy rule

e( I1), e( I2 tr iggers k(Ii , I 2 ) i f Ix > I2,II >_lO0,

where e is an event with one attribute whose domain
is the set of integers. This rule is translated into the
following rule:

occCk(I1,12), T+I) e-- h(seq(e(I1), e(I2)), 
/1 >12,/1 +12 > 100.

For an event history 7-lE = (EI,...,Em), let
fact(TiE,j) {occ(e,i) lee E~,1 < i < j} . We s
that 7/E is plausible for a policy description P iff either
"HE is empty or "HE = (E1,...,E,~) and for every
internal event e, the following holds:

(*) for every i, 2 < i < 

e E Ei iff IIpUfact(7-lE, i -- 1)~occ(e,i).

The underlying idea behind plausible histories is
twofold: 1) it ensures that an instance of an internal
primitive event occurs in an event history only if it is
triggered by the satisfaction of a rule and 2) it ensures
that the instance is not spontaneously generated (i.e. it
is only generated by a triggering event). The semantics
of a policy description is then defined as follows:
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Definition 1 Let P be a policy descrip-
tion and 74E = (E1,...,E,~) be a plausible
event history. P(TfE) = (A1,...,Am,...) 
Ai= (,,InpU/ nE, m) occ(a, i)}.
P(7-IE) is the action history that is triggered by the
event history 7/E.

Reasoning About Policies

The semantics of policy descriptions specifies the ac-
tions (and internal events) that are generated along 
"history" of external events. Computing the seman-
tics of a policy description amounts to computing the
sequence of actions and internal events that are trig-
gered along an event history and is called policy eval-
uation. Algorithms for policy evaluation have been
discussed in (Bhatia, Lobo, & Kohli 2000) and imple-
mented in the system Netmon (Virmani, Lobo, & Kohli
1999). It follows from Definition 1 that policy evalua-
tion can be done by computing the models of the pro-
gram lipUfact(74E, rn). As our goal in this paper 
not to study the evaluation of policies we will not dis-
cuss this topic further. Work on policy evaluation can
be found in (Lobo, Bhatia, & Naqvi 1999) and (Bhatia,
Lobo, & Kohli 2000).

Reasoning about policies is concerned with problems
such as tracing (determining an event history which
triggers an action given a complete history of the sys-
tem), hypothetical reasoning (finding or completing an
event history that explains partial observations of the
history of the system), intra- and inter-policy conflict
detection and resolution, and policy composition (con-
structing policies from other policies). Tracing is per-
haps the most simple problem in reasoning about poli-
cies. It is similar to the projection problem in reasoning
about actions. In fact, tracing can be done in poly-
nomial time (with respect to the length of the given
event history and the length of the policy). We have de-
veloped algorithms and implemented them in a system
called ExSPS (Explanation System for Policy Server),
which is currently in use at Bell-Labs to explain the be-
havior of a system given a complete history. Results
on intra- and inter-policy conflict detection and resolu-
tion can be found in (Chomicki, Lobo, & Naqvi 2000;
Chomicki & Lobo 2001). In this paper, we concentrate
on hypothetical reasoning. Particularly, we are inter-
ested in the problem of.finding an explanation (in terms
of an event history) for a given action history.

Notice that an event history that triggers an action
history can contain internal events, which cannot arbi-
trarily occur. Thus in order to generate an action or an
action history, we should only consider plausible event
histories. In what follows, we define the size of a pol-
icy description P by a triple (nl,n2,n3) where nx, n2,
and n3 are the number of rules, the number of external
events, and the number of internal events respectively.
Before introducing the problem, we need the following
definition.

Definition 2 An action history 71A=(AI,...,An) oc-

curs in an action history 7~=(A~,..., A~), denoted by
7~A-~7"[~A, if there exists an integer k, O<k<m-n, such
that AjC_A~+k for l <j<n.

In general, we are interested in the following problem.

Definition 3 (Generation) Given a policy descrip-
tion P and an action history 7~A. The generation prob-
lem of ~ a, denoted by G ( P, 7~A), is the problem of find-
ing a plausible history 7-rE such that 7-la -~ P(7"tE). The
size of the problem is defined by the size of the policy
description P and the size of 7tA. 7-t~ is called a solu-
tion of G(P,7~A). lf ~A is a single action, we denote
the problem by G1 (P, 7/a) and called it the single action
generation problem.

We have shown that the generation problem is at least
PSPACE-hard by proving that the following simplified
version of the problem is PSPACE-complete.

Definition 4 A policy description P is said to be sim-
ple if its underlying language £ is propositional (i.e.
event and action symbols are of arity zero) and in each
of its rules, the complex event is a conjunction of event
literals and the condition is empty. The generation
problem for simple policy descriptions is denoted by
Gs(P, 7-[A) and the single action generation problem 
denoted by G~ (P, 7-IA).

Theorem 1 G~(P, 7"[A) is PSPACE-complete.

The hardness is proved by simulating the divergence of
a deterministic Turing machine problem in 797)£.

LPs and the generation problem
We will solve G(P,7~A) by finding a logic pro-
gram whose stable models correspond to solutions of
G(P, 7-[A). The first step is to translate P into lip. This
has been done in the previous section, i.e., lip consists
of rules (10)-(11), (12), (13), and (14). To 
the translation, we will define a predicate sat(7-[A,T)
as follows.

sat(a, T) ~- occ(a, T).
sat(ax&... Ran, T) occ(al, T) ,..., occ(an, T)
sat([Aa,. .., An], T) +-- n > 1, sat(A1, 

sat([A2,..., A,], T + 1).
sat([Ax,.. ., An], T) ~- n = 1, sat(A1, 

(15)
where a stands for an action, al&... Ran is a conjunc-
tion of action literals, and [Ax,..., An] represents an
action history. Intuitively, these rules specify when an
action history 7/A occurs in the action history defined
by the program.

Unlike the evaluation problem, the generation
problem searches for an event history. Thus, there are
no facts in the program. Rather, we need a way to
generate external events. Following (Lifschitz 1999),
we add to lip the following rules

pick( Ev, T) +-- external( Ev ), not no_pick( Ev, 
no_pick( Ev, T) +-- external( Ev), not pick( Ev, 
occ(Ev, T) +-- pick(Ev, 

(16)
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These rules specify that at any moment of time, any in-
stance of the external event Ev can be picked to appear
in the epoch T. We have that

Theorem 2 For a finite action history HA,
¯ for each solution HE of length n to the problem

G(P, HA) there exists an integer T such that lip \ 
fact(HE, n) ~ sat(Ha, T) where R is the set of rules
in (1~); and

¯ .for each T such that lip U sat(HA,T) has a sta-
ble model there exists a solution 7-lE to the problem
G(P, HA) such that HA -~ P(HE).e

When is G~(P, 7-lA) polynomial solvable?

It follows from Theorem 1 that there is no efficient al-
gorithm to solve the problem G[(P, HA) in general. We
will show next that for a restricted class of "instances,
the problem can be solved in polynomial time.

In this section, by P we denote an arbitrary sim-
ple policy description whose sets of external and in-
ternal events are X and Y respectively. We will dis-
cuss the problem G~(P, HA) with respect to the class
of instances in which X and Y are fixed, denoted by
G~ (P, X, Y, HA). The size of the description is now 
- the number of rules in P.

We now describe a back-tracking algorithm of com-
plexity O(n~3) for finding a solution to the problem
G~(P,X,Y, HA). It is based on the following obser-
vations: if G~(P,X,Y, HA) has a solution then (i) 
has a solution HE = (E1,...,En) with n _< ns and
int(Ei) ~ Jut(E1), for 1 < i # j _< n, where Jut(E)
denotes the set of internM-events in epoch E and (ii)
En is an epoch satisfying a rule generating HA.7

For an epoch S, let pde(S) be the set of internal
events which are triggered by S, i.e., for each e E S
there exists a rule "E triggers e" in P such that E is
satisfied by S. For an action HA, g(P,7"lA) is the set of
epochs which satisfies a rule generating HA and for an
event history HE ---- (E1,...,En), £(P, HE) is the 
of epochs E such that Jut(E) ~ int(Ej) (l<j_<n) and
pde(E) = int(E1). The algorithm relies on the com-
putations of g(P, HA) and E(P, HE). The pseudo-code
for the two algorithms used in solving G~ (P, X, Y, HA),
gen(P, HA) and genHistory(P, HE), give n in t he
next table, gen(P, HA) receives a simple policy de-
scription and an action HA as input, and returns a so-
lution to G~ (P, X, Y, HA) (or nil if no solution exists.)
genHistory(P, HE) receives a simple policy description
and an event history HE as input, and returns a plausi-
ble history which has HE as its suffix. In the table, EH
stands for "event history". The next theorem shows

eTo compute the stable models of YIp using SMODELS
we need to type all the rules of IIp with predicates of the
form time(T), external(E) etc. wherever it is needed. For
example, the rule "occ(Ev, T)+--pick(Ev, T)" will be written
as "occ( Ev, T)+--ezternal( Ev ), time(T), pick( T)."

rE is satisfied by S if for each positive literal e E E,
e E S, and for each negative literal --e E E, there is no
instance of e in S.

EH gen(P, HA)
compute g(P, 74A)
for each E E g(P, HA)
set Ans := (E)
compute HE = genHistory(P, Ans)
if HE ~ nil then return HE

endfor
return nil
EH genHistory(P, HE)
compute £(P, HE)
if E(P, HE) = 0 return nil
for each E E E(P,74E),
set H~:=(E, H~)
if H~ is plausible then return H~
else compute H~=genH istory( P, H~ 

if 7-l~ ~ nil then return H~
endfor
return nil

that G~ (P, X, Y, HA) can be solved in polynomial time.

Theorem 3 The complexity of gen(P, HA) is O(n~’).

Corollary 1 G~ ( P, X, Y, HA) is polynomial solvable.

Discussion and Conclusions

We presented a logic programming-based approach to
represent and reason about policies by translating poli-
cies written in ~vT~/: into logic programs. We used the
logic programming representation to solve the genera-
tion problem. We proved that finding an event history
that triggers an action history is generally intractable.
To cope with the high complexity of the generation
problem, we identified a class of policy descriptions in
which the problem can be solved in polynomial time.

We used SMODELS in our preliminary experiments
and the results are very encouraging. Due to the porta-
bility requirements of our applications we have trans-
lated part of the logic program into a JAVA program.
The program receives a simple policy description P and
an action history HA as input and returns as output
an event history HE generating HA (or nil, if such an
event history does not exist). In the future, we plan
to integrate this program with the system ExSPS to
create a tool for policies developing and testing. We are
planning to use the logic programming representation
described in this paper to investigate other problems
of hypothetical reasoning. We are interested in prob-
lems such as completion of a partial event history (that
generates a given action history); generation of action
histories with constraints (finding an event history that
generates an action history that satisfies some given
constraints, for example, an action history that contains
n occurrences of action a and no occurrences of action
b; or an action history that contains no parallel occur-
rences of a and b; etc.); or policy composition. While
completion is important for explaining observed behav-
iors, generation of action histories with constraints and
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policy composition are good for the policy development
process. They could provide the necessary guidance for
avoiding undesirable behaviors. For example, to avoid
the parallel occurrence of two actions a and b is equiv-
alent to make sure that no event history triggers a and
b at the same time. Thus, the generation of the action
history a A b must not have a solution. On the other
hand, policy composition can help reducing the time in
writing policies. Our hypothesis is that these problems
are still at least PSPACE-hard but for certain classes
of policies, they can be solved effectively.
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